Speaker Brochure

Amy Jacobson challenges
people to own their shit, take
control and be unstoppable!

She is an emotional intelligence and human
behaviour specialist, with over 19 years experience
of more than doubling engagement and market
brand scores. With her balance of tough love and
infectious energy, she creates purpose-driven
teams who own their shit and get results!
With her interactive Keynotes, Amy will take your
people out of their comfort zone with her 5 part
Emotional Intelligence methodology, challenging
their mindset and help them to bring ownership
and action to every work day.

5 Part Methodology

Even with the evolution of Emotional Intelligence, it remains confusing to many.
The human brain always responds best to a call to action, especially when we can relate to a simple and
familiar process.
For this reason, Amy has created her 5 part methodology, simplifying and making the concepts of
Emotional Intelligence actionable.

Own Your Shit
Signature Keynote
There is only one thing we have control over in this
world; ourselves.
Wishing we had 'more', complaining of what we
don't have or blaming others for our current state
and problems, lacks ownership and overall EI.
Owning our Shit is the start of a self-awareness
conquest to understand the role that we play in
every situation, the beliefs and values driving us
and how to build our Emotional Intelligence.
It's time to Take Control of our lives, work with what
we have and own our priorities. Only then can we
truly become the Unstoppable version of ourselves.

Evolve Your EI
Keynote
As one of the Top 5 skills of the future, Emotional
Intelligence is still misunderstood by many, with up to 75%
of people not able to explain what EI means let alone how
to grow it.
The level in which we are self-aware, manage our
emotions, communicate, interact and take action during
an everchanging and challenging environment,
determines the long-term impact on our relationships,
performance levels and our overall success.
We will tap into the subconscious mind to discover the
key elements of the 5 areas of emotional intelligence, the
workings of the emotional brain and how to Evolve your EI
right now!

The Information
Hangover Cure
Keynote
Attending a conference commonly creates an
information hangover in our brains with over 90%
of people unlikely to implement anything that they
hear or learn post the conference.
Don't let this happen at your conference!
We have the best intentions to implement what
we have learnt, yet the way our brain is wired
makes it extremely hard to do.
This powerful session will show us how to hijack
the information hangover using EI to bring
together the key learnings and energy for
achieving post-conference implementation.

Clients & Testimonials

What made her different from
other speakers, is how practical
her concepts are making them
easy to apply to our business

Theo Smyrniotis
Director, Colliers International

The only word that comes to mind after a
session with Amy is mind-blowing. Peeling
back why you do what you do, then piecing it
all back together is unnerving and equally
settling at the same time.
Marija Muccilli
Employee Relations Manager,
Seven West Media

Amy has an outstanding ability to
articulate the causes behind
some of the biggest challenges
we face as leaders.

Connagh Hopkins
Head of Business Planning &
Reporting, Western Power

Contact Amy
+61 447 340 263
amy@amyjacobson.com.au
www.amyjacobson.com.au

